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We study the entanglement dynamics in a generic quantum automaton circuit subjected to pro-
jective measurements. We design an efficient algorithm which not only allows us to perform large
scale simulation for the Re´nyi entropy but also provides a physical picture for the entanglement
dynamics, which can be interpreted in terms of a classical bit-string model which belongs to the
directed percolation universality class. We study the purification dynamics of a state formed by
EPR pairs, and the growth of entanglement starting from a product state. In both cases, we verify
numerically that the dynamics is in the universality class of classical directed percolation.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a surge of interest in under-
standing if and how quantum systems subjected to ran-
dom measurement can nevertheless protect quantum in-
formation. A particularly illuminating example of how
this can happen has been discovered by studying random
unitary circuits subjected to random projective measure-
ments. In these systems, there is a phase transition from
a volume law entanglement phase at low measurement
rate p < pc, to an area law entanglement phase at high
measurement rate p > pc [1–19]. It has been proposed
that the volume law phase may be relevant for the con-
struction of quantum error correction schemes for near
term devices [5, 10].
The literature largely focuses on two classes of hybrid
quantum circuits that mix unitary dynamics and projec-
tive measurements. Random Haar circuits [20–22] have
been used to obtain an analytical understanding of this
measurement-induced transition [2, 3, 8, 9]: in particu-
lar, the phase transition of the Hartley entropy can be
understood by finding a minimal cut on a lattice with
broken bonds [20]. However, numerical simulation of
these systems is difficult, and is limited to system sizes
of ≤30 qubits [3, 23]. Random Clifford circuits [1, 2, 4–
6, 10, 16, 17, 20, 24, 25] allow for large scale numerical
simulations, through which accurate critical exponents
associated with the transition can be obtained. Unfor-
tunately, as of now, there is almost no analytic under-
standing of the measurement-induced phase transition in
a random Clifford circuit.
In this paper, we present a new class of hybrid quan-
tum circuit, which both allows for large scale numerical
simulations, and also gives a simple analytic understand-
ing of the phase transition in terms of classical directed
percolation (DP) [26]. In our model, the unitary dy-
namics is governed by a quantum automaton (QA) cir-
cuit, which has been successfully used to simulate unitary
quantum dynamics with unusual symmetries up to very
large system sizes [27–32], using efficient classical MC
simulations. The special feature of QA circuits is that
they take product states (in the computational Pauli Z
basis, e.g.) into product states. Nevertheless, QA cir-
cuits are generally able to create highly entangled wave
functions. By projectively measuring single spins in the
Pauli Z basis, coupled by a subsequent rotation of the
measured spin into the X basis, we find non-trivial dy-
namics which also exhibits a measurement-induced phase
transition from volume law to area law entanglement, as
measured by the second Re´nyi entropy.
We describe the resulting entanglement phase transi-
tion in terms of a classical bit-string model, which be-
longs to the DP universality class [26]. As a consequence,
the QA circuit qualitatively differs from the previously
studied random Haar circuit and random Clifford cir-
cuit, each of which has emergent two dimensional con-
formal symmetry at the critical point [3, 5, 24]. As DP is
anisotropic between space and time, the phase transition
is not described by a conformal field theory; instead, it
has dynamical critical exponent z = 1.581 [26]. We per-
form large scale simulation in various hybrid QA circuits.
We investigate a Clifford QA circuit in which the unitary
dynamics is constructed from a subset of Clifford gates.
We compute the entanglement entropy in this model in
terms of the stabilizer language [33, 34]. We also con-
sider a more general non-Clifford QA circuit model and
compute the second Re´nyi entropy by using the MC al-
gorithm. In both cases, we verify that they belong to the
DP universality class with z = 1.581.
2. REVIEW OF QA MODEL AND ALGORITHM
2.1. Review of QA Model
Throughout this work, we consider dynamics gener-
ated by quantum automaton (QA) gates. This is a
unitary evolution of the quantum wave function which
does not generate entanglement when applied to product
states in a specific basis (which we refer to as the com-
putational basis). When acted on by an automaton gate
U , a computational basis state |m〉 generally evolves as
U |m〉 = eiθm |pi(m)〉 (1)
where pi(m) is an element of the permutation group on
the 2N basis states |m〉. In this paper, we choose |m〉 to
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2be a product state in the Pauli Z basis: m is a bit-string
which can take 0 or 1 at each site.
When U acts on an initial state which is a product
state in a basis perpendicular to the computational ba-
sis, it will generically create entanglement. Specifically,
when acting on the state |ψ0〉, which is polarized in the
x-direction
|ψ0〉 =
⊗
i
|+ x〉 = 1√
2N
∑
m
|m〉, (2)
we have that
U |ψ0〉 = 1√
2N
∑
m
eiθm |pi(m)〉. (3)
The presence of the random relative phases eiθm will
generically lead to highly complex volume law entan-
gled wave functions |ψ(t)〉. As explained in [29, 30], such
an evolution can be simulated using probabilistic “varia-
tional Monte Carlo” (MC) methods. Specifically, we can
estimate expectation values of different operators O, by
sampling the evolution of only a small subset of states
from the full exponential Hilbert space. For example, we
can evaluate the expression
〈O〉 = 〈ψ0|U†OU |ψ0〉
=
1
2N
∑
m,n
ei(θm−θn)〈pi(n)|O|pi(m)〉. (4)
If O is a simple automaton operator, i.e., O|m1〉 = |m2〉,
we can estimate this expectation value by performing the
full forward and backward time evolution on the sampled
states |m〉. We use the fact that U†OU |m〉 = eiθm |m′〉,
so that
〈O〉 ≈ 1
M
M∑
m=1
〈m′|U†OU |m〉
=
1
M
M∑
m=1
eiθm , (5)
where M is the sample number. Importantly, we can use
this method to calculate the entanglement of the state
|ψ(t)〉 = U |ψ0〉. This is because for the nth Re´nyi en-
tropy,
S
(n)
A =
1
1− n log2(Tr[ρ
n
A])
ρA = TrB |ψ〉〈ψ|, (6)
Tr[ρnA] is equivalent to the SWAP operator expectation
defined on the n copies of the state [35]. Specifically, in
this work, we will focus on the second Re´nyi entropy S
(2)
A ,
which can be estimated by measuring the SWAP operator
in a “doubled” geometry using
Trρ2A = 〈ψ0|1〈ψ0|2(U† ⊗ U†)SWAP (U ⊗ U)|ψ0〉1|ψ0〉2,
(7)
A1
Figure 1. A cartoon for the SWAP operation and the com-
posite measurement operation Mi,σ.
where |ψ0〉i are identical copies of the wave function de-
fined in Eq. 2, which exist on separate ‘layers’ of the
doubled geometry. We can partition the entangled wave
function U |ψ0〉 into two regions A and B
|ψ〉 = U |ψ0〉 = 1√
2N
∑
i,j
eiθij |αi〉A|βj〉B . (8)
The SWAP operator swaps the spin configurations in the
A region between the two layers of the full wave function
(See Fig. 1). We can use Eq.(5) to efficiently simulate
entanglement dynamics in the unitary QA circuit.
2.2. QA Circuits with Measurements
We can build on the above formalism to include non-
unitary projection operations in QA circuits. Through
this, we aim to study the quantum dynamics in hybrid
quantum circuits which can show a measurement-induced
entanglement phase transition.
Notably, in the classical QA simulation we can not ef-
ficiently apply projection operators which project into a
subspace which is not the computational basis. Projec-
tion into the computational basis is allowed, however,
such operations permanently ‘remove’ basis states from
our wave function and effectively reduce the rank of the
Hilbert space. If the measurement rate p is finite, start-
ing from |ψ0〉, after a finite amount of time, it will evolve
into a computational basis state – there is no entangle-
ment in the steady state.
We overcome these issues by introducing a new type of
non-unitary dynamics into our circuit, whereby we apply
a combination projective measurement and adaptive ro-
tation to single qubits [15]. We refer this as the compos-
3ite measurement. Specifically, we apply a single qubit Z
measurement, immediately followed by a randomly cho-
sen ±pi2 rotation in the y direction (Hadamard gate, up
to orientation), so that the measured spin becomes either
| ± x〉 with equal probability. Therefore in the computa-
tional basis, the wave function is again an equal weight
superposition over all basis states.
These non-unitary transformations can also be simu-
lated efficiently. To do this, we must make some key
adjustments to our Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm.
Let Miσ = HiPiσ be the combination of projective
measurement on site i (which projects into the state σ =
0, 1), plus a Hadamard transformation. Therefore, we
have (after normalization)
Mi0|0〉i = |0〉i + |1〉i
Mi0|1〉i = 0. (9)
If we apply a hybrid circuit U˜ , which contains some fi-
nite density of Miσ operations, we find that for almost all
basis states |m〉, U˜ |m〉 = 0. Therefore the approach in-
troduced in Eq.(5) is not useful here. One would need to
sample an exponential number of states |m〉, before find-
ing one in which the configuration at each step matches
all corresponding Mσ operators.
Instead, we notice that after Miσ acts on the state
|ψ(t)〉, due to the rotation back to the x basis, we are
once again left with a superposition over all computa-
tional basis states. Therefore, Miσ|ψ〉 will always have a
nonzero overlap with any basis state 〈n|. Specifically,
〈n|Miσ|ψ〉 = 〈Tiσ(n)|ψ〉 = e
iθTiσ(n)√
2N
(10)
where |Tiσ(n)〉 is equivalent to the state |n〉 with the spin
at site i forced to be in the σ state.
This leads to a very simple algorithm for simulating
these hybrid quantum circuits with non-unitary dynam-
ics. For any operator O, we can evaluate its expectation
value as
〈O〉 =
∑
m
〈ψ0|U˜†O|m〉〈m|U˜ |ψ0〉. (11)
where
〈m|U˜ |ψ0〉 = 〈m|MtUtMt−1Ut−1 . . .M1U1|ψ0〉
= 〈Tt(m)|UtMt−1Ut−1 . . .M1U1|ψ0〉
= . . . (12)
That is, we can evaluate the circuit evolution “inside
out”, by inserting a complete set of states |m〉〈m| and
evaluating the evolution 〈m|U˜ |ψ0〉 left to right. When
we encounter a composite measurement operator, Miσ,
it simply acts on the state 〈m| by forcing the spin at site
i to be in the σ state. Throughout this evolution, we
accumulate a phase eiθm , from both the right and left
expressions in the sum in Eq. 11. Therefore,
〈O〉 = 1
2N
∑
m
eiΘ1,meiΘ2,m
eiΘ1,m =
√
2N 〈ψ0|U˜†O|m〉
eiΘ2,m =
√
2N 〈m|U˜ |ψ0〉. (13)
Importantly, we can apply this non-unitary algorithm
to evaluate the second Re´nyi entropy. Consider again the
expression
Trρ2A = 〈ψ0|1〈ψ0|2(U˜† ⊗ U˜†)SWAP(U˜ ⊗ U˜)|ψ0〉1|ψ0〉2
=
∑
m1,m2
〈ψ0|1〈ψ0|2(U˜† ⊗ U˜†)SWAP|m1〉|m2〉
×〈m1|〈m2|(U˜ ⊗ U˜)|ψ0〉1|ψ0〉2
=
∑
m1,m2
〈ψ0|1〈ψ0|2(U˜† ⊗ U˜†)|m′1〉|m′2〉
×〈m1|〈m2|(U˜ ⊗ U˜)|ψ0〉1|ψ0〉2
=
1
4N
∑
m1,m2
eiΘ1,meiΘ2,m , (14)
where
eiΘ1 ≡ 2N 〈ψ0|1〈ψ0|2(U˜† ⊗ U˜†)SWAP|m1〉|m2〉
= 2N 〈ψ0|1U˜†|m′1〉〈ψ0|2U˜†|m′2〉
eiΘ2 ≡ 2N 〈m1|〈m2|(U˜ ⊗ U˜)|ψ0〉1|ψ0〉2
= 2N 〈m1|U˜ |ψ0〉1〈m2|U˜ |ψ0〉2. (15)
In the hybrid circuit, we evaluate the same unitary on the
four states {|m1〉, |m2〉, |m′1〉, |m′2〉}, where |m′1〉|m′2〉 =
SWAP|m1〉|m2〉, as shown in Fig. 1. The action of Mi,σ
is then to force the spin configuration at site i to be equal
in all four states.
When the spin configurations are equal, any random
phases generated in Eq. 14 are cancelled, i.e., Θ1,m =
−Θ2,m. This leads to a very physical picture of entan-
glement growth in hybrid QA circuits. For the two bit-
strings A1B1 and A1B2, initially, they are differed only
in the B region. Under a general unitary QA evolution,
this difference will spread to region A, and eventually
spread over the entire system. On the other hand, the
non-unitary measurements will force spins on the same
site to be equal. Therefore, there are two opposing forces
which attempt to force the two bit-strings to either di-
verge to completely different configurations or converge
to a common configuration. We will show in the next
section that this classical bit-string model belongs to the
DP universality class and the competition between these
two forces is responsible for the entanglement transition
in the hybrid QA circuit.
43. PURIFICATION TRANSITION AND THE
CONNECTION WITH DP UNIVERSALITY
CLASS
In Ref. 5, Gullans and Huse explored the purification
transition in a hybrid random Clifford circuit. The basic
idea is to consider system A and environment B entangled
together, and subsequently apply the hybrid quantum
dynamics consisting of unitary and measurement gates
solely on system A. How does the entanglement between
A and B change as a function of time? While the system
A must eventually be purified due to the measurement,
there is a phase transition which is captured by the time
to purification. When the measurement rate p < pc,
the purification time diverges exponentially in the sys-
tem size. When p > pc, it takes O(logL) time to purify
the system.1 In this section, we consider a similar setup
and study the dynamics of purification in our hybrid QA
circuit, where we will see a simple interpretation of the
purification dynamics in terms of a classical bit-string
model which belongs to the DP universality class.
We take the product state |ψ0〉 defined in Eq. (2) with
2L number of qubits and separate them into system A
and environment B with an equal number of qubits. As
shown in Fig. 2(a), after applying CZ gates, we form L
EPR pairs and the entanglement entropy between A and
B is S
(2)
A = L. Notice that the CZ gate is a two-qubit
gate and is defined as follows:
CZ =
1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
 (16)
on the basis |00〉, |01〉, |10〉, |11〉. It assigns a minus sign
for the state |11〉.
In terms of Eq.(14), the entanglement entropy S
(2)
A = L
can be interpreted in this way: for any pair of states |m1〉
and |m2〉, if they are the same in regime A, they are in-
variant under the SWAP operator. Therefore Θ1 and
Θ2 caused by the CZ gate will exactly cancel and each
pair will contribute 1/42L to Trρ2A. There are in total
2L × 22L such pairs. For any other pairs which are dif-
fered in regime A, their total contribution is zero. For
instance, consider the simplest example when |m1〉 and
|m2〉 are differed at one site in A, i.e.,A1 = 1 and A2 = 0
at this site. In B, at the same site, there are in total four
possibilities with B1B2 = 11, 10, 01, 00. This will give
rise to exp(iΘ1 + iΘ2) = 1,−1,−1, 1 respectively and
their total contribution is zero. This idea can be gener-
alized to any pair of |m1〉 and |m2〉 which are different in
system A, and their total contribution to Trρ2A is zero.
1 This is because S
(2)
A ∼ L exp(−at), so the time it takes before
S
(2)
A < 1 is O(logL).
System A
Environment B
(a)
CZ gate CNOT gate
Z measurement Hadamard gate
(b)
A
B
t
(c)
Figure 2. (a) We use CZ gates to form EPR pairs between
system A and environment B. (b) We list the single-qubit and
two-qubit gates used in circuit (c). (c) We take the initial
state in (a) and apply the hybrid quantum dynamics solely in
system A. We study the entanglement between A and B as
a function of time. The dashed box denotes time evolution
in one time step. Notice that there are two types of CNOT
gates. In the first type, the first qubit is the control gate and
in the second type, the second qubit is the control gate. We
apply them randomly with equal probability.
Therefore we have
S
(2)
A = − log2
2L × 22L
42L
= L. (17)
If we introduce unitary gates in system A, the entan-
glement between A and B remains invariant. As shown
in Eq.(1), in QA circuits, the unitary gates will reshuffle
the basis and may introduce phases for each |m〉. Since
the gates are only applied in system A, the phase between
(|m1〉, |m′2〉) and between (|m2〉, |m′1〉) will cancel. Only
a CZ gate between A and B can generate the entangle-
ment.
On the other hand, introducing local composite mea-
surement gates in A can reduce entanglement between A
and B. As we explained in Sec. 2.2, local measurements
5(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3. The purification dynamics of S
(2)
A of the circuit model defined in Fig. 2(c). (a) We compute S
(2)
A at different p. At
the critical point pc = 0.137, S
(2)
A decays as a power law function with exponent close to 0.63. (b) We compute S
(2)
A at the
critical point using various methods. One technical issue with the MC algorithm is that Trρ2A cannot be too small. In the
simulation, we manage to compute S
(2)
A when it is smaller 20. In the last yellow curve, P (t) denotes the probability for a pair of
bit-strings to become the same under stochastic time evolution. In this simulation, we take a different stochastic time evolution
for different pairs of bit-strings. (c) The data collapse of S
(2)
A vs the scaling parameter t/L
z. In all of these simulations, we
take periodic boundary conditions.
will force the bit-strings to take the same value at that
site (See Fig. 1). If |m1〉 and |m2〉 become the same in
system A, it can add 4L/42L = 1/4L to Trρ2A, where
the 4L in the numerator is contributed by the degree of
freedom in regime B. Increasing Trρ2A by 1/4
L can reduce
S
(2)
A slightly. This process can be continued until all pairs
of |m1〉 and |m2〉 become the same, i.e., the system A is
completely purified. Therefore the entanglement dynam-
ics has
S
(2)
A (t) = − log2
M(t)
4L
, (18)
where M(t) is the number of pairs of bit-strings A1 and
A2 which are the same at time t. Here A1 and A2 are
the components of the bit-strings in subsystem A of |m1〉
and |m2〉 respectively. There are in total 4L pairs of
A1 and A2. At t = 0, M(t) = 2
L and will increases
monotonically in time under the dynamics of purification.
By following the above argument, we realize that the
purification dynamics are related to a simple classical
stochastic process in which the bit-strings A1 and A2
undergo the same random unitary and measurement dy-
namics. The difference between A1 and A2 can be char-
acterized by the Hamming distance
D(t) =
L∑
i=1
|A1,i −A2,i|. (19)
If A1 and A2 are initially different, then under the pure
unitary evolution, D(t) will be nonzero forever. For in-
6stance, consider the two-qubit CNOT gate, if the first
qubit is the control gate, this can give rise to the follow-
ing update rule:
|00〉 → |00〉, |01〉 → |01〉, |10〉 → |11〉, |11〉 → |10〉. (20)
In contrast, the measurement at site i will force A1 and
A2 to take the same value at site i and can effectively
reduce D(t). The competition between the unitary evo-
lution and measurement leads to a non-equilibrium phase
transition in this classical bit-string model. Interestingly,
as we demonstrate in Appendix A, this classical transi-
tion belongs to the DP universality class. When p < pDPc ,
D(t)/L approaches a finite constant (for sub-exponential
time scales) and when p ≥ pDPc , D(t)/L → 0 with a fi-
nite rate. Here • denotes the ensemble average and pDPc
is the critical point for the classical DP transition. At the
critical point, D(t) is a universal scaling function. In our
purification dynamics, at t = 0, D = L/2; under time
evolution, D(t) ∼ t−0.159.
As we have shown in Eq. (18), a pair of bit-strings A1
and A2 can contribute to S
(2)
A only when their Hamming
distance D = 0. When p > pDPc , it typically takes logL
time for D between a different pair of bit-strings to be-
come zero and therefore the quantum purification time
for system A is logL. On the other hand, when p < pDPc ,
it takes an exponentially long time for D to decay to
zero. Therefore, in the QA circuit model, there exists
a quantum purification phase transition which occurs at
p = pDPc and corresponds to a change in scaling of the
purification time.
We numerically verify that the above ideas, derived
from the classical bit-string model, directly apply to the
full quantum model by simulating the entanglement dy-
namics of the QA Clifford circuit depicted in Fig. 2(c).
The unitary dynamics is very simple and is composed of
two types of CNOT gates. In principle, we could also
introduce phase gates like the CZ gate in the unitary dy-
namics. However, as we explained before, the phases for
|m1〉, |m′2〉 and |m2〉, |m′1〉 will be cancelled. They have
no influence on the entanglement dynamics. Notably,
since this is a Clifford circuit, we can perform large-scale
simulation by directly employing the Gottesman–Knill
algorithm [33, 34]. We find that there is a phase transi-
tion at pc = 0.137. This is equal to p
DP
c for the classical
DP transition of the bit-string model (See Appendix A
for the details of the classical model). When p > pc, S
(2)
A
decays exponentially in time, indicating that it purifies at
a constant rate independent of system size. When p = pc,
it decays algebraically with exponent ≈ 0.63. We use the
MC algorithm described in Sec. 2.2 to compute S
(2)
A and
we find consistent results (See Fig. 3(b)). In addition, we
define P (t) as the probability for two bit-strings to be the
same at time t. We compute − log(P (t)) as a function of
t and find that it also decays as a power law in time.
In Ref. 5, they studied the purification dynamics in a
random hybrid Clifford circuit which does not belong to
the QA circuit class. At the critical point, they found
that S
(2)
A = F (t/L) which decays as L/t at early times.
This indicates that the random Clifford circuit has dy-
namical exponent z = 1. Such scaling behavior was fur-
ther investigated in Ref. 24, where they showed that this
model is equipped with two dimensional conformal sym-
metry. However, it is known that the DP universality
class has an anisotropy between the spatial and time di-
rections with z = 1.581. Therefore there is no conformal
symmetry in the hybrid QA circuit. This is indeed con-
sistent with our finding that z = 1/0.63. This result is
further supported in the data collapse of different system
sizes in Fig. 3(c), in which we show that S
(2)
A = F (t/L
z).
We believe that such scaling behavior is universal for all
the hybrid QA circuits.
Notably, among all the entanglement measures, the
second Re´nyi entropy appears to be rather uniquely ac-
cessible in experiments [36, 37]. Due to the simple struc-
ture of the hybrid QA circuit model in Fig. 2, in which
the unitary evolution is composed of only CNOT gates,
it has the potential to be realized in experiments in an
efficient way. It would be interesting to experimentally
observe this purification transition and compare the crit-
ical exponents with that of the DP universality class.
4. ENTANGLEMENT TRANSITION
In this section, we explore the entanglement transi-
tion in the hybrid QA circuit model. We start from the
product state |ψ0〉 with L qubits and investigate the en-
tanglement dynamics of a continuous subsystem A.
Under generic random unitary QA dynamics, we ap-
proach a random phase state, i.e.,
|ψ〉 = 1√
2L
∑
m
eiθm |m〉 (21)
where θm is a random phase uniformly distributed in
[0, 2pi]. This state has near maximal entanglement en-
tropy and can be understood from Eq. (14). As shown
in Fig. 1, if |m1〉 and |m2〉 are the same in subsystem A,
we have Θ1,m = −Θ2,m. There are in total 2LA × 4LB
such pairs which can contribute 1/2LA to Trρ2A. Each of
the remaining states will contribute a random phase and
when we sum them up, their mean contribution is zero.
Therefore for the random phase state we have SA ≈ LA
when LA < L/2.
We can also analyze the entanglement dynamics under
the unitary evolution in terms of the classical bit-string
dynamics. For |ψ0〉, applying a unitary gate fully within
region A will not increase the entanglement. This is be-
cause under this unitary gate, the phases from |m1〉 =
A1B1 and |m′2〉 = A1B2 will cancel with each other.
This is also true for |m2〉 = A2B2 and |m′1〉 = A2B1.
For the rest of the discussion, we will focus on the pair
(|m1〉, |m′2〉) ( (|m2〉, |m′1〉) can be analyzed in the same
way). Only a gate which crosses the boundary between
A and B can increase the entanglement. In addition, if
7A1
Figure 4. The dynamics of h(x, t) under unitary time evolu-
tion. h(x, t) is defined as the difference between two random
bit strings |m1〉 and |m′2〉. Under unitary time evolution, the
front of h(x, t) moves to the left with a constant velocity.
In this schematics, we ignore the possible broadening of the
wavefront.
B1 is different from B2, this boundary gate can induce a
difference in A between |m1〉 and |m2〉′. We can charac-
terize this difference by introducing the function h(x, t),
where
h(x, t) = |m1(x, t)−m′2(x, t)|. (22)
At the initial time, in the classical bit-string model the
two strings are identical in A. Applying unitary gates
across the boundary of A can flip the boundary bit (we
take it to be the “rightmost” bit) in A: hence the bit-
string difference h(x, t) is schematically 00 · · · 01. Now,
under the unitary dynamics, we can have 01→ 01, 10, 11.
Therefore, there will be a “wavefront” moving to the left,
behind which there will be a finite density of 1s. As il-
lustrated in Fig. 4, with the help of the unitary gates in
regime A, the front of h(x, t) will move to the left with
a constant velocity. The regime behind the front will be
“scrambled”. We provide detailed evidence of this behav-
ior for h(x, t) in Appendix A. In the full quantum evalua-
tion of S(2), bit-strings |m1〉 and |m′2〉 which are different
in this regime can carry with them a random relative
phase. In the most general case, this relative phase aver-
ages to zero. Therefore, only pairs of bit-strings which are
exactly the same in this regime contribute to the entan-
glement. This therefore implies that we have SA ∼ l(t)
where l(t) is the length of this scrambled regime which
grows linearly in time.
We can generalize the above idea to the hybrid dynam-
ics with composite measurements. When p > p DPc , with
frequent measurement, we force the bit-string to take the
same value at every site on which a measurement is per-
formed. Since the measurement rate is sufficiently fast,
even if there are unitary dynamics, |m1〉 and |m′2〉 be-
come the same after a finite amount of time. The front
of h(x, t) can only spread to a finite regime in A, with
l(t) being finite, when we take into account the unitary
gates across the boundary of A that can appear in the
middle of the circuit. Therefore the steady state entan-
glement entropy is bounded by the maximal value of l(t)
and satisfies the area law. In contrast, when p < pDPc ,
with infrequent measurement, h(x, t) can spread over the
entire regime in A and we expect the entanglement en-
tropy to satisfy volume law scaling.
Based on the above argument, we make the following
conjecture. At the critical point, the entanglement dy-
namics has the form
S(2)(t) = α1 log(t). (23)
The steady state has the entanglement entropy form
S(2)(LA) = α2 log(LA). (24)
The coefficients α1 and α2 are non-universal but the ratio
between them must obey
α2
α1
= z. (25)
Furthermore, around the critical point (p < pc), the
steady state S(2)(LA) satisfies
S(2)(LA, p) = α2 log ξ⊥ +
L
ξ⊥
= α2 log ξ⊥ + L(p− pc)ν⊥ , (26)
where v⊥ = 1.0969.
To verify the above conjecture, below we study a Clif-
ford circuit and a non-Clifford circuit and check the en-
tanglement scaling in them numerically. The Clifford QA
circuits allow for an exact simulation of extremely large
systems so we can accurately determine the value of all
critical exponents. We then verify that the same univer-
sal behavior holds in the more general non-Clifford QA
circuits.
4.1. Clifford circuit
We first consider a Clifford circuit model described in
Fig. 5 and compute the entanglement entropy using the
Gottesman–Knill algorithm [33, 34]. The unitary evolu-
tion is composed of CNOT gates and CZ gates. Different
from the purification dynamics in Fig. 2(c), we now need
to include the phase gate in the unitary evolution to gen-
erate entanglement.
We present the steady state result in Fig. 6(a) and we
show that there exists a volume law phase. As we increase
p, the volume law coefficient decreases and disappears
around p = 0.138. When p > 0.138, it enters into the area
law phase with S
(2)
A independent of the subsystem size.
At the critical point, the data collapse on the 1d chain
with periodic boundary conditions in Fig. 6(b) suggests
that
S
(2)
A = α2 log
[
L sin(piLAL )
pi
]
, (27)
8A
t
B
Figure 5. The cartoon for a QA Clifford circuit constructed
from CNOT gates, CZ gates, Z measurement gates and H
gates. The unitary dynamics has a brick wall structure. There
are two types of CNOT gates and we apply them randomly
with equal probability. The Z measurement gate (accompa-
nied with the H gate) is applied randomly at each time step
with probability p. The dashed box denotes one time step.
We start with a product state polarized in the x direction
and study the entanglement dynamics and the scaling of the
steady state entanglement.
consistent with the result in Eq.(24). We further study
the entanglement dynamics and we find S
(2)
A = α1 log t.
Both scaling behaviors have also been observed in other
non-unitary quantum dynamics at a critical point. How-
ever, different from those critical points which have emer-
gent two dimensional conformal symmetry with α1 = α2
[24, 31], in our non-unitary QA circuit, α1 6= α2. Indeed
the ratio is α2/α1 = 1.519 ≈ z.
We further compute the mutual information around
the critical point. The mutual information between two
intervals is defined as,
I(2) = S
(2)
A + S
(2)
B − S(2)A∪B . (28)
We plot it as a function of cross ratio and present it in
Fig. 8(a). Here the cross ratio is defined as
η =
x12x34
x13x24
, with xij = sin
(pi
L
|xi − xj |
)
. (29)
Since the mutual information is very small, numerically
it is difficult to compute it accurately. In the simulation,
we consider a smaller system with L = 256 and take two
intervals with LA = LB = 16. We move these intervals
on the circle and we find that around this critical point
I(2) ∼ η∆, with ∆ = 3, (30)
when η  1. This result implies that I(2) ∼ 1/r6 for
two small distant intervals. It is interesting to see that
(a)
(b)
Figure 6. (a) The steady state S
(2)
A vs LA at different p.
(b) The first three curves are steady state S
(2)
A vs log x for
various system sizes, where x ≡ sin(piLA/L)L/pi. These three
curves collapse into a single curve when log x is small. Due to
finite size effects, these curves are bending up as we increase
log x, i.e., they are not exactly at the critical point when L
is small. Such behavior will disappear when we increase the
system size. The slope of the L = 800 curve is 4.033. The
last purple curve is the entanglement dynamics for half of the
system. The slope of the curve is 2.655. The ratio between
these two slopes is 1.519. In the calculation, we take periodic
boundary conditions.
this exponent is smaller than what was observed in the
hybrid random Clifford circuit model[4]. Notice that the
critical point can be identified as the peak of the mutual
information in Fig. 8(b) [4] and is slightly larger than
pDPc . This is due to the finite size effect
2. As we increase
L, the peak of the mutual information moves to the left
2 Compared with the purification transition which has pc = 0.137,
it seems that there is a stronger finite size effect in the entangle-
ment transition.
9Figure 7. Data collapse of S
(2)
A around the critical point for
the Clifford QA circuit. Here we take LA = L/4. All these
data points of different L collapse to a single scaling function
S
(2)
A (p) − S(2)A (pc) = F (L/ξ⊥). When p < pc, F (L/ξ⊥) ∼
L(p − pc)ν⊥ with ν⊥ = 1.0969. We use the value of v⊥ from
the DP universality class and find a very good data collapse.
slightly. We expect that this peak will coincide with pDPc
in the thermodynamic limit.
4.2. Non-Clifford circuit
We now consider hybrid QA circuits which include
gates outside of the Clifford set. Specifically, we consider
a circuit composed of the randomly chosen 2-site gates
CNOT, SWAP, RZ = e
i(θ1Z1+θ2Z2+θ3Z1Z2), with random
phases θi ∈ [0, 2pi] which are uniformly distributed (See
Fig. 9). We again apply these gates to the fully polar-
ized initial states |ψ0〉. In the absence of measurement,
the steady state will approach a random phase state as
in Eq. (21) which exhibits maximal volume law entan-
glement scaling. Interestingly, the structure of entan-
glement in this more general QA state is distinct from
that of Clifford wave functions [30]. For example, at
late times in generic QA circuits without measurement,
fluctuations of the bipartite entanglement entropy of the
wave function are qualitatively more strongly suppressed
compared to Clifford wave functions. In addition, un-
like with Clifford wave functions, the full entanglement
spectrum in this generic case exhibits Gaussian unitary
ensemble (GUE) random matrix statistics. Nevertheless,
we find that the universal properties at the phase transi-
tion in this more general class of circuits are again related
to the classical DP critical point.
Since we are studying non-Clifford dynamics, we must
employ the MC algorithm of Sec. 2.1. This limits the
amount of entanglement we can resolve in the simula-
tion. Still, we are able to study the entanglement growth
in much larger circuits than for the Haar random case.
In Fig. 10, we plot the late time entanglement as a func-
tion of subsystem size S(2)(LA), for circuits with L = 200
(a)
(b)
Figure 8. (a) The mutual information I(2) as a function
of cross ratio at various p close to pDPc for the Clifford QA
circuit. (b) I(2) between two antipodal regions A and B with
length LA = LB = L/8. In the calculation, we take periodic
boundary conditions.
qubits. We see that there appears to be a phase transition
around pc ≈ 0.06. This value is close to pDPc = 0.053 of
the corresponding classical bit-string model. The small
difference is due to the finite system size. For p > pc,
the entanglement saturates to a constant “area law” en-
tanglement for large subsystem size LA. On the other
hand, for p < pc the entanglement appears to grow up
to the largest entropy values we are able to resolve. In
this regime, the best fit to the data shows a linear “vol-
ume law” component to the entanglement growth. Close
to the transition, we find that the entanglement grows
like S
(2)
A (LA) = α2 log(LA) with α2 ≈ 3.0. Note that
slightly above the transition, the entanglement correla-
tion length is large and we must measure relatively large
regions LA ≥ 50 before we see the saturation to an area
law entanglement.
In Fig. 11, we show the growth of entanglement as a
function of circuit time. We again measure the entangle-
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Figure 9. The cartoon for a hybrid QA circuit. The unitary
evolution is constructed from CNOT, SWAP, and Rz gates.
Different from the Clifford circuits we studied in this paper,
in each time step, we apply measurement gates after a sin-
gle layer of unitary operators. The corresponding bit-string
model has a smaller value pDPc = 0.053.
ment for circuits with L = 200 sites, for subsystem size
LA = 100. Near the transition, we again see that en-
tanglement grows like S(2)(t) = α1 log(t). We find that
α1 ≈ 2.1. Notice that the ratio α2/α1 ≈ 1.43, is close
to the dynamical critical exponent for the (1+1)d DP
universality class.
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Figure 10. S
(2)
A vs LA on the semi-log scale for the generic
(non-Clifford) QA circuit. The system size is L = 200. The
critical point appears to be pc ≈ 0.06. For p < pc, the S(2)A
curves possess a clear volume law component. For p > pc, the
curves appear to saturate to a constant area law at large LA.
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3.02log(0.68t)
2.12log(.54t)
Figure 11. The entanglement scaling at the critical point
pc = 0.06 for the non-Clifford QA circuit. For both curves,
the system size is L = 200, with periodic boundary conditions.
The pink curve is S(2)(LA) vs LA. The purple curve is S(2)(t)
vs t with LA = 100.
We also compute the mutual information between two
intervals in this non-Clifford QA model. Since the mu-
tual information is very small, this calculation is consid-
erably harder to perform using the MC algorithms than
the simple entanglement calculation. Consequently, we
are only computing the mutual information in circuits
with up to L = 42 sites and with periodic boundary con-
ditions. Note that this still outperforms other algorithms
for studying quantum dynamics.
In Fig. 12(a), we plot I(2) as a function of measure-
ment probability p, for circuits with L = 30 and L = 42
sites. We choose regions A and B to be centered around
antipodal points on the circuit and let |A| = |B| = L/6.
We see there is a distinct peak in the mutual information
near p = 0.07. This measurement rate is slightly higher
than the transition we see in the L = 200 circuit, which
we expect is a finite size effect.
At the finite size transition for L = 42 circuits, pc =
0.07, we also compute the mutual information as a func-
tion of separation between regions A and B. Specifically,
we set |A| = |B| = 3 and plot I(2)(r), where r is the sep-
aration between the middle sites of the two regions. We
show this data in Fig. 12(b), where we see a clear power
law decay of the mutual information 1/r4.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study a measurement-induced entan-
glement phase transition in a (1 + 1)d hybrid QA circuit
composed of both unitary gates and projective measure-
ments followed by rotations. We show that the second
Re´nyi entropy S
(2)
A can be understood in terms of a clas-
sical bit-string model whose phase transition belongs to
the DP universality class with z = 1.581. We performed
large scale simulations for various QA circuits and nu-
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Figure 12. (a) The mutual information I(2) vs p for the QA
circuit defined in Fig. 9 for two antipodal regions with LA =
LB = L/6. It shows a clear peak near p = 0.07. (b) At
p = 0.07, we plot I(2) vs separation distance between regions
A and B, with |A| = |B| = 3, with L = 42 and periodic
boundary conditions.
merically observed an entanglement transition and a DP
transition which occur at the same pc, in agreement with
our expectations. Furthermore, at the critical point, in
the purification dynamics, we confirmed that the entan-
glement entropy of a region of size L scales as a function
of L/t1/z. We also compute the entanglement dynam-
ics from a product state and we find that S
(2)
A grows
as α1 log t. In addition, the steady state entanglement
grows as S
(2)
A = α2 logLA. The ratio between these two
coefficients is α2/α1 = z.
In the classical non-equilibrium dynamics, the DP uni-
versality class has been shown to be very robust. In the
bit-string model, we have considered various unitary dy-
namics and we find that they all show the same critical
behavior. This is also true for the corresponding quan-
tum entanglement dynamics. This motivates us to ask
the following question: is there another universality class
for the QA entanglement transition which is distinct from
the DP universality class? The answer is yes. One way
to realize this is to introduce additional symmetry. For
instance, we can impose a parity-conserving constraint
in the bit-string dynamics so that the number of 1/0 bits
is conserved modulo 2. Such a model has Z2 symme-
try and belongs to a universality class distinct from the
DP universality class3. This parity-conserving constraint
can also be manifested in the hybrid QA model with both
unitary and measurement gates. It would also be inter-
esting to explore the phase transition in non-unitary QA
circuit models with more complicated discrete or even
continuous symmetries 4.
Another way to go beyond the (1+1)d DP universal-
ity class is to introduce long-range interactions in the
unitary dynamics [5, 15, 40]. We have also considered
such models with all-to-all interactions, and we find a
measurement-driven phase transition with non-local in-
teractions, but it is clearly not in the same universality
class. Also note that in this case, there is a purification
phase transition where the phases under the entangle-
ment dynamics from |ψ0〉 on either side of the transition
are volume law entangled. It would also be interesting
to study the more complicated case of power law inter-
actions. We leave this for future study.
In the hybrid QA circuit, if we introduce non-QA uni-
tary gates, the classical bit-string picture immediately
breaks down. In models with non-QA gates and lo-
cal interaction, we observe that z = 1 is restored (See
Appendix B for more discussion on a Clifford circuit).
In fact, these systems have two dimensional conformal
symmetry, just as the random Clifford circuit studied
in Ref. 24. Among all known examples of measurement
based entanglement transitions, the hybrid QA circuit is
the only known model without conformal symmetry. We
are not sure whether the QA circuits are peculiar in this
sense or if there exist far more undiscovered universality
classes beyond the QA circuits with measurement. In the
future, it would also be interesting to explore the possible
crossover between these different universality classes.
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Appendix A: Directed percolation
Classical stochastic processes can exhibit interest-
ing non-equilibrium phase transitions. Many different
stochastic models contain phase transitions which belong
to the directed percolation (DP) universality class. Near
such a transition point, certain properties of these models
exhibit universal behavior and possess identical critical
exponents. Unlike with the theory of (undirected) per-
colation, the DP universality class has not been exactly
solved. Many of the critical exponents are only obtained
through large scale numerical simulation, yet have been
shown to be extremely robust. In this appendix, we con-
sider two simple examples in (1+1)d: the bond directed
percolation and the bit-string model related to the QA
circuit. More details of the DP universality class can be
found in Ref. 26.
1. Bond directed percolation
The bond DP model is one of the simplest realizations
of a model which is known to belong to the DP univer-
sality class. As illustrated in Fig. 13(a), the bond DP
model consists of a space-time lattice in which certain
bonds are randomly blocked with probability p. Here,
the vertical direction is the time direction and the hor-
izontal direction is the spatial direction. Occupied sites
on this lattice then evolve according to an update rule
which is described in Fig. 13(b). If we start with an
initial condition with only a single occupied seed (See
Fig. 13(a)), then as time evolves this seed can spread out
along the connected bonds. When p < pc, this spreading
has a linear light cone structure in space-time and the
particle number at each time step is N(t) ∼ t. In con-
trast, when p > pc, the penetration depth is finite and
the cluster formed by all the connected bonds remains
finite. Therefore, in the long time limit, N(t→∞) = 0.
In this bond DP model, the final steady state particle
number density ρ ≡ N(t → ∞)/L can be treated as an
order parameter which characterizes the phase transition.
ρ changes continuously as we vary p: it takes a finite value
when p < pc and is zero when p ≥ pc. Therefore a non-
equilibrium phase transition takes place at the critical
threshold pc.
Exactly at pc, starting from the single seed initial state,
at early times, the averaged particle number is N(t) ∼ tΘ
with Θ ≈ 0.302 [26]. We could also consider other initial
states, such as the fully occupied state with ρ = 1 (See
Fig. 13(c)). For this initial state, N(t) decays as a power
law function, i.e., N(t) ∼ t−β/ν‖ = t−0.1595 [26]. These
two exponents Θ and β/ν‖ are universal quantities for
the DP universality class.
At the critical point, the structure of the directed per-
colation cluster is anisotropic. For the correlation length,
the corresponding critical exponent in the vertical (tem-
poral) direction has ν‖ = 1.7338 while the critical expo-
nent in the horizontal (spatial) direction has ν⊥ = 1.0969.
Therefore the dynamical exponent z = ν‖/ν⊥ is not equal
to 1. This is different from the (undirected) percolation
critical point, which has ν‖ = ν⊥ = 4/3 and two dimen-
sional conformal symmetry at pc.
t
x
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t
t+1
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(c)
Figure 13. The bond DP model on the tilted square lattice,
where the dashed line and solid line denote the broken bond
and connected bond respectively. (a) The initial condition
with a single site; (b) The bond DP dynamics can be inter-
preted as the diffusion-reaction process involving the update
rule described in Fig. 13(b). (c) The initial condition with
fully occupied sites.
2. Bit-string model
We now consider the classical bit-string model which is
referenced throughout this work. We demonstrate that
this model is in the DP universality class by showing
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Figure 14. (a) We consider the initial state as two random bit-strings with D(t = 0) ≈ L/2 and compute the averaged Hamming
distance D(t) as a function of t. At the critical point, we find that D(t) decays algebraically with exponent close to 0.1595. In
(b)-(d), we consider two bit-strings with the only difference in the middle, i.e., D(t = 0) = 4 and study the dynamics of h(x, t)
and D(t). (b) is the result for h(x, t) at p = 0.1 < pc. It spreads out linearly in time. This is further confirmed by the data
collapse in (c). The inset of (b) shows that D(t) grows linearly in time and saturates to a constant. (d) At the critical point
p = 0.137, we find that D(t) grows as a power law in time and is consistent with the theoretical prediction t0.302. We further
notice that after long time evolution, D(t) will decay in time as in (a). The crossover behavior is known as the critical initial
slip. In all these simulations, we take L = 1000 with open boundary conditions.
that it has the same critical exponents as the bond DP
model. We consider a pair of bit-strings |m1〉 and |m2〉,
which undergo the same stochastic dynamics described in
Fig. 2(c). For the bit-string |m〉, at each site, it takes two
possible values: 0 and 1. There are two types of CNOT
gates in this classical dynamics: CNOTL and CNOTR.
The CNOTL gate gives rise to the following update rule:
|00〉 → |00〉, |01〉 → |01〉, |10〉 → |11〉, |11〉 → |10〉. (A1)
For CNOTR, it has the following update rule:
|00〉 → |00〉, |01〉 → |11〉, |10〉 → |10〉, |11〉 → |01〉. (A2)
We apply CNOTL and CNOTR randomly with equal
probability. The measurement gate on site i will force
|m1〉 and |m2〉 to take the same value at site i. We define
the Hamming distance as
D(t) =
L∑
i=1
|m1,i −m2,i|. (A3)
We compute D(t) at different measurement rates p and
study its scaling form. Notice that D(t) is analogous
to N(t) in bond DP and can be treated as the order
parameter in the dynamical phase transition.
We first consider the initial condition in which |m1〉
and |m2〉 are two random bit-strings with D(t = 0) =
L/2. We observe a phase transition at pc = 0.137. When
p < pc, the saturating value D(t→∞)/L is finite. When
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Figure 15. (a) The circuit for the purification dynamics. (b)
The circuit for the entanglement dynamics starting from a
product state. In both (a) and (b), the dashed box denotes
the time evolution in one time step.
p > pc, it decays to zero in a finite amount of time. At
the critical point, as shown in Fig. 14(a), D(t) decays
algebraically as D(t) ∼ t−β/ν‖ . The power law exponent
is (β/ν‖) = 0.1595, indicating that this belongs to the
DP universality class. Notice that the dynamics start-
ing from this initial condition can be compared with the
quantum purification dynamics studied in the main text.
We also consider the initial condition in which |m1〉 and
|m2〉 are only differed in the middle. We study how this
difference spreads under the time evolution. We charac-
terize this by
h(x, t) = |m1,x −m2,x|. (A4)
When p < pc, we find that the front of h(x, t) moves lin-
ear in time and eventually spreads over the entire system
(see Fig. 14(b)). The data collapse in Fig. 14(c) indicates
that the front has diffusive broadening. When p > pc, the
front dies out quickly after finite time evolution. At the
critical point, we compute
D(t) =
∑
x
h(x, t) (A5)
and we find that it increases as a power law in time as tΘ,
with Θ = 0.3. This is again consistent with the DP uni-
versality class critical exponent (See Fig. 14(d)). At late
times, it will once again decay algebraically as t−0.1595.
The motivation of this simulation is to understand the en-
tanglement dynamics starting from a product state stud-
ied in the main text.
Appendix B: Clifford circuit with non-QA gate
In this appendix, we modify the QA Clifford cir-
cuit slightly and introduce a layer of H gates in each
step of unitary evolution before the Z measurement (See
Fig. 15(b)). This new Clifford circuit model no longer
belongs to the QA class of circuits. We first study the pu-
rification dynamics and present the results in Fig. 16(a).
The data collapse result indicates that the entanglement
entropy for the system A has SA(t) ∼ L/t. The dy-
namical exponent has z = 1 We also study the entangle-
ment dynamics from the product state and as shown in
Fig. 16(b), we have SA(t) = α2 log(t). The steady state
has entanglement entropy SA = α1 log(x) with α1 = α2.
We further present the mutual information result for the
steady state in Fig. 16(c) and we find that I ∼ η2. All
these results are the same as for the random Clifford cir-
cuit studied in Ref. 24.
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